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Abstract. With the emergence of cloud computing, resources can be
dynamically scaled. A common scaling approach is the addition and removal of virtual machines, known as horizontal scaling. Horizontal scaling
can take several minutes but erratic and sudden changes in demand take
place within seconds. Therefore, vertical scaling has been introduced,
changing the resources of an existing virtual machine during run time
and within one second or less. At the same time, more and more private
clouds and cloud providers apply the open-source platform OpenStack.
Hence, this paper evaluates the vertical scaling capability of OpenStack.
For this purpose, we examine whether and to what extent common guest
operating systems, popular hypervisors, and OpenStack itself support
vertical scaling. Altogether, the considered operating systems and hypervisors support vertical scaling of almost all considered resources while
OpenStack does not support vertical scaling at all. Based on our findings,
we finally suggest steps to improve OpenStack.
Keywords: cloud computing, scalability, operating system, hypervisor,
OpenStack, vertical scaling

1

Introduction and Motivation

Through the increasing popularity of the internet, the scientific community but
also more and more small and medium enterprises benefit from offering their
services as web applications. These web applications face a volatile demand due
to scheduling, seasonal changes, temporary trends, and momentary effects [11].
Examples include experiments, time-of-day patterns as well as breaking news,
marketing activities, and posts on social media such as Twitter [21]. As a consequence, applications’ demand for resources is unstable and hardly predictable.
In the past, the common strategy to handle the uncertain resource demand was
to provide enough resources for peak workloads. This overprovision led to mostly
idle resources and thus high expenses [10].
With the emergence of cloud computing, resource provision strategies changed
fundamentally. Cloud computing enables on-demand provisioning of resources
for experimentation [29], disaster recovery [35,36], scaling, and so on. This flexible provision and release of resources based on customer demand is an essential

feature of cloud computing and known as elasticity [41]. Together with the payper-use billing model, clouds allow customers to pay only for the resources they
are actually using and hereby to avoid over- and underprovisioning [11]. Nevertheless, adding and removing resources according to the actual demand while
minimizing cost and maintaining a constant service level is a crucial issue in
cloud computing [37]. A common approach for adequate scaling of resources in
literature [12,18,62] and practice [8,24] is the addition and removal of virtual
machines (VMs), known as horizontal scaling.
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Fig. 1. Peak in the request rate of gloveler.de after the release of a newspaper article
and its dissemination in social media

However, horizontal scaling comes with flaws. In scientific computing Galante
et al. [23] point out that the scaling size of a whole virtual machine is not sufficient and fine-grained scaling techniques are necessary. Also erratic and sudden
changes in demand take place within seconds [21] (see Fig. 1) but provisioning
an additional VM requires about 50 to 800 seconds and starting multiple VMs
at once may take longer than starting a single VM [39]. In these situations, horizontal scaling could lead to a decreased throughput [19], an increased response
time, or even the outage of the whole system [28]. As a consequence, horizontal
scaling is more appropriate for situations where changes in demand take place
gradually or can be foreseen. Furthermore, additional VMs could lead to additional licensing costs [68]. For each VM, an operating system is required, which
limits the additional capacity usable by the application [49]. Since VMs function
as scaling unit, horizontal scaling can also cause unnecessary overprovisioning
[19] and high resource wastage in case of a slight workload increase [68]. In Figure 2, such a situation is visualized, where VMs are horizontally scaled because
of a demand peak. Lastly, horizontal scaling requires a running load balancer
and is limited to stateless applications [19].
In order to avoid these shortcomings, vertical scaling has been introduced
as a new approach. In contrast to horizontal scaling, it changes the resources of
an existing VM, such as CPU cores or memory, during run time [49] (see Fig.
3). Additionally, vertical scaling can be done within one second or less [67,22].
Hereby, vertical scaling reduces violations of a certain service level [19].
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Fig. 2. Overprovision and resource wastage with horizontal scaling
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Fig. 3. Horizontal scaling and vertical scaling

In practice, however, only few cloud providers (e.g. ProfitBricks [49]) support
vertical scaling whereas big providers such as Amazon Web Services1 have not
implemented vertical scaling yet [23]. Since private clouds and cloud providers
such as Rackspace2 and HP3 apply the open-source platform OpenStack4 , it has
become more and more prominent. Hence, this paper evaluates the feasibility of
vertical scaling for OpenStack. For this purpose, this paper examines to what
extent common guest operating systems, popular hypervisors, and OpenStack
itself support vertical scaling.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related
work before Section 3 assesses the support of vertical scaling by guest operating
systems, hypervisors, and OpenStack. Finally, Section 4 presents a conclusion
and discusses the fields of further research related to this work.

2

Related Work

We want to give an overview of OpenStack’s vertical scaling capability. Yet, no
literature exists that examines whether and to which extent OpenStack supports
vertical scaling. However, several work has been done on horizontal and vertical
scaling as well as combinations of both, often with respect to auto-scaling. Generally, authors use different approaches to scale a VM according to the current
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demand. Lorido-Botrán et al. classify the available auto-scaling approaches in
the following way: 1. static, threshold-based policies, 2. reinforcement Learning,
3. queuing theory, 4. control theory, and 5. time-series analysis [37].
For vertical scaling, one example is the work of Dawoud et al. who propose
an architecture based on CPU utilization [19]. Similarly, Lu et al. present a tool
for automatic vertical scaling of VMs based on throughput, average response
time, and percentile response time [38]. Yazdanov and Fetzer apply reinforcement
learning in their autonomic scaling framework [68]. Shen et al. propose a timeseries-based system for vertical scaling of CPU and memory that considers VM
migration and resource efficiency [57]. As presented by Rodero-Merino et al.,
vertical scaling is also possible through replacing an underlying server by a more
powerful one [55]. Svärd et al. take vertical scaling even further by aggregating
and pooling the resources that can be scaled vertically [61].
Other authors combine horizontal and vertical scaling. Caballer et al. suggest
an architecture for horizontal and vertical scaling that adapts resources automatically to the requirements of scientific applications [13]. The framework from
Dutta et al. uses a combination of horizontal and vertical scaling in order to
optimize resource usage and incurring cost [22] while scaling decisions in the
approach of Wang et al. are based on availability [66].

3

Vertical Scaling with OpenStack

In order to assess the support of vertical scaling in OpenStack, we examine the
components (see Fig. 4) that are required to enable vertical scaling in OpenStack.
Ideally, an administrator can use the dashboard of the cloud management platform in order to scale a running VM vertically. OpenStack as the Cloud Management Platform provides such a dashboard. The dashboard is connected to
Open Stack’s resource management that controls the Hypervisor. In the case
of vertical scaling, the resource management that administers CPU, memory,
disks, and network interfaces would prompt the hypervisor to provide a Virtual
Machine more resources. The VM again would pass the resources to the Guest
Operating System (OS) that runs within the VM. As a consequence, the applied
guest OS, the used hypervisor, and OpenStack itself have to support vertical
scaling, which is also known as hot plugging of resources, i.e. adding and removing of resources to or from a running VM [67]. Therefore, our assessment starts
with the guest OSs (see Sec. 3.1) before we continue with the hypervisors (see
Sec. 3.2). Finally, we examine OpenStack as cloud management platform that
coordinates the scaling process with its dashboard (see Sec. 3.3).
Regarding the considered resource categories, we reviewed Amazon Web
Services, Rackspace, Profitbricks, OpenStack5 itself, and market places like the
Deutsche Börse Cloud Exchange6 . Knowing that other resource categories might
be interesting for future work, we decide to consider the most important resources
in this work and therefore focus our review on adding and removing computing
5
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Fig. 4. Overview of interaction between OpenStack, a hypervisor, virtual machines,
and guest operating systems

power, memory space, and storage space as well as extending and shrinking the
network. In this context, we distinguish between adding or removing an additional disk and extending or shrinking an existing disk because for the first case,
the used hard drive might have to be changed for applications running inside
the OS. Since the introduction of plug and play as well as of the universal serial
bus (USB), adding and removing disks and network devices has become a common action. However, adding and removing disks and network devices is still
important in this context because hypervisors have to support the addition and
removal as well.
3.1

Vertical Scaling Capabilities of Guest Operating Systems

We use the most common operating systems, namely CentOS 6.57 , SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server 11 SP38 , and Debian 7.4.09 as well as Ubuntu Server 14.04
LTS10 , and Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R211 . Our literature review is mainly
based on websites, documentations, release notes, and blog entries in order to
identify whether and to which extent an OS supports vertical scaling. Thereby,
we classify the OS’s support in four categories: yes, partly, no, and unknown.
The results are shown in Table 1.
In general, all considered operating systems support vertical scaling with almost all considered types of resources. For CentOS, extending and shrinking is
only possible for unmounted disks. SUSE Linux Enterprise Server does not offer
the addition and removal of a CPU core as a full virtualization guest. Furthermore, a user of SUSE Linux Enterprise can extend and shrink disks with certain
file systems. Similarly, Debian supports extending and shrinking a disk depending on its file system. Ubuntu Server supports vertical scaling of all resources
except shrinking a disk, which works for unmounted file systems only. For Microsoft Windows Server, we cannot determine whether it supports the removal of
a CPU core and memory. Furthermore, Microsoft Windows Server only supports
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[59] distinguishes SUSE running as paravirtualized guest and full virtualization
guest. We focus on full virtualization here.

Table 1. Comparison of resources that can be vertically scaled with CentOS 6.5, SUSE
Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP3, and Debian 7.4.0 as well as Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS
and Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2

CPU core Add/
Remove
Memory Add/
Remove
Add/
Disk
Remove
Extend/
Shrink
Network Add/
Remove

CentOS

SUSE

Debian

Ubuntu

Windows
Server

Yes[52]/
Yes[52]
Yes[51]/
Yes[51]
Yes[50]/
Yes[50]
Partly[53]/
Partly[53]
Yes[50]/
Yes[50]

No[59]/
No[59]12
Yes[59]/
Yes[59]
Yes[59]/
Yes[59]
Partly[60]/
Partly[60]
Yes[59]/
Yes[59]

Yes[3]/
Yes[3]
Yes[64]/
Yes[2]
Yes[6]/
Yes[20]
Partly[5]/
Partly[5]
Yes[9]/
Yes[9]

Yes[3]/
Yes[3]
Yes[64]/
Yes[2]
Yes[7]/
Yes[7]
Yes[15]/
Partly[15]
Yes[58]/
Yes[14]

Yes[64]/
?
Yes[64]/
?
Partly[45]/
Yes[45]
Yes[43]/
Partly[43]
Yes[44]/
Yes[44]

the addition of SCSI disks during run time and shrinking previously expanded
disks.
The aforementioned review is based on certain assumptions. First, we focus
on adding or removing hardware to or from a guest and not to or from the host.
Second, if the addition or removal works for one architecture such as x86, our
assumption is that it is also possible with other architectures. Third, we assume
that an OS supports adding or removal of a certain hardware if we find that the
OS is able to do so with a specific hypervisor. Furthermore, if an older version
of an OS offer a certain functionality, we infer that newer versions offer the same
functionality. Similarly, we consider the edition of an OS that offers the most
functionalities, which often refers to the 64 bit version of an OS. Moreover, we
do not require the considered OS to detect the changed hardware on its own but
at most through a command in the command-line interface. Lastly, we make use
of the fact that CentOS builds on the repository of Red Hat Enterprise Linux13
by determining the functionality supported by CentOS through the functionality
that Red Hat Enterprise Linux offers [17].
3.2

Vertical Scaling Capabilities of Hypervisors

As a next step, we review the most common hypervisors, namely KVM14 , VMware
vSphere Hypervisor15 , Xen Project Hypervisor16 , and Microsoft Hyper-V17 . Using the same four categories and similar sources as in Section 3.1,we determine
whether and to which extent the hypervisors support vertical scaling. The results
are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Comparison of resources that can be vertically scaled with KVM, VMware
vSphere Hypervisor, Xen Project Hypervisor, and Microsoft Hyper-V

CPU core Add/
Remove
Memory Add/
Remove
Add/
Disk
Remove
Extend/
Shrink
Network Add/
Remove

KVM

VMware

Xen

Hyper-V

Yes[30]/
No[30]
Yes[31,33]/
Yes[31,33]
Partly[32]/
?
No[56]/
No[56]
Yes[32]/
?

Yes[65]/
No[65]
Yes[65]/
No[65]
Partly[4]/
Yes[4]
Yes[65]/
Partly[65]
Yes[65]/
Yes[63]

Yes[26]/
Yes[26]
Yes[25]/
Yes[25]
Yes[27]/
Yes[27]
Partly[40]/
No[40]
Yes[1]/
Yes[1]

No[34]/
No[34]
Yes[42]/
No[42]
Partly[54]/
Partly[54]
Partly[43]/
Partly[43]
No[34]/
No[54]

Generally, the considered hypervisors support vertical scaling with all considered resources. With KVM, removing a CPU core and altering disk size do not
work. Furthermore, only SCSI disks can be added while we cannot determine the
support for removing a disk and a network. Similarly, VMware does not support
the removal of a CPU core and of memory. The addition of a disk also only works
for SCSI disks. Additionally, while shrinking a disk, the VM stops responding.
Xen enables vertical scaling with almost all resources. One exception is that Xen
does not allow shrinking a disk and that extending a disk works only for certain
file systems. For Hyper-V, the addition and removal of a CPU core and a network as well as the removal of memory are not available. Furthermore, only SCSI
disks can be added and removed. Lastly, Hyper-V requires two functionalities in
order to extend or shrink a virtual disk: Firstly, the disk has to be of a certain
file format, i.e. the way how the disk’s data and file format are stored. Secondly,
the relevant disk has to be attached to a SCSI controller.
The aforementioned review is based on certain assumptions. When increasing
or decreasing the memory assigned to a guest OS, KVM and Xen use memory
ballooning, which takes memory from the guest OS and gives the memory to
the host or vice versa [16]. Since memory ballooning is one method of vertical
scaling, we consider it as equivalent to the addition and removal of memory.
Lastly, we assume that tools that manage the interaction between the OS and
the host (e.g. VMware Tools) are installed on the OS.
3.3

Vertical Scaling Capabilities of the Cloud Management
Platform

Finally, we examine whether OpenStack supports vertical scaling. According to
the OpenStack Operations Guide, OpenStack only supports horizontal scaling
in order to match the cloud paradigm of “cloud-based applications that typically
request more, discrete hardware”. Consequently, the ideal for OpenStack is to
add a VM and to load balance among the existing VMs in case of increasing
resource demand [47].

However, OpenStack allows altering the size of an existing server during run
time by changing the flavor [46]. A flavor is a hardware templates that defines a
number of CPU cores, a memory size, a root disk size, and a data disk space. An
administrative user can create, edit, and delete flavors. The default installation
provides five different flavors [48]. Nevertheless, the question is whether changing
the flavor is as quickly as hot plugging of resources. Therefore, we examine the
source code of OpenStack. In the compute API file18 , we find that OpenStack
resizes a VM by initiating a migration process. Shutting down the VM and
moving it to a new host requires some time. Consequently, OpenStack does not
provide vertical scaling within few seconds as provided by hot plugging and as
presented in the introduction.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper evaluates the vertical scaling capability of OpenStack. More specifically, this paper assesses whether the components that are relevant for enabling
vertical scaling with OpenStack support vertical scaling. Based on an literature
review, we evaluate common guest operating systems, popular hypervisors, and
OpenStack regarding vertical scaling. Hereby, the paper gives a current overview
of the resources supported for vertical scaling and allows for comparisons between
the considered operating systems and between the hypervisors regarding vertical
scaling.
In this paper, we identified that guest operating systems and hypervisors
are in general capable of vertical scaling. OpenStack however does not support
vertical scaling at all and is rather designed for horizontal scaling. Therefore,
we recommend that future work focuses on how to implement vertical scaling
in OpenStack. Possible solutions could be the removal of the flavor system or
the automatic creation of flavors during run time as needed. In any case, the
vertical scaling mechanism should be changed from migration to hot plugging.
Additionally, we could not completely determine the vertical scaling capabilities
of operating systems and hypervisors, which is thus left for future work. Furthermore, our work concentrated on the qualitative assessment of vertical scaling
capabilities on a scale with yes, partial, and no. On these grounds, we suggest
that future research performs a qualitative assessment of vertical scaling capabilities of operating systems, hypervisors, and OpenStack and defines metrics for
the degree of support. Moreover, future research should examine how hypervisors, operating systems, and the implementation of vertical scaling in OpenStack
influence the quality of vertical scaling in terms of spin-up time, speed, reliability
etc. Lastly, vertical scaling is not always possible since the vertical scaling capacity is limited due to the limited resources of a VM. Therefore, our immediate
future work will combine horizontal and vertical scaling in order to deal with
demand changes more efficiently.
18
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